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The oscillation of electrons, in a sufficiently intense pump wave, frustrates Debye shielding in the
direction of the oscillation. One finds that such oscillating electrons cannot shield charge
fluctuations over distances smaller than the distance they sample in a plasma period. One
consequence is that the frequency of ion waves can be increased from the ion acoustic frequency to
the ion plasma frequency in the presence of large enough oscillations. This may explain a number
of observations in laser experiments. More generally, any phenomenon involving Debye shielding





























































Debye shielding, introduced in the first lecture of t
typical course on plasma physics, is one of the most fun
mental properties of plasmas. The charges in the pla
move so as to shield the electric field produced by any sin
charge or by any charged object. The corresponding struc
of the electric field has many effects. For example, Deb
shielding affects the frequency of ion waves,1 the rates of
atomic transitions,2 bremsstrahlung interactions,3 synchro-
tron radiation,4 and Stark broadening.5 This implies that any
process that alters the Debye shielding behavior of plas
may have many and far-reaching consequences. We ide
and discuss one such process here: the frustration of D
shielding by an intense electromagnetic wave.
We explore this issue by examining the behavior of lo
gitudinal ion fluctuations in plasmas. These are present in
media containing ions, but in plasmas they are not neces
ily acoustic waves. Acoustic waves occur, in plasmas, w
the electrons can screen the fluctuations of the ion cha
density by Debye shielding, so that the pressure grad
drives the oscillation. When Debye shielding becomes in
fective, electrostatic restoring forces dominate, and i
density fluctuations oscillate at the ion-plasma frequency
stead of the much smaller acoustic frequency. The waves
then ion-plasma waves, long understood1,6 and recently
observed7,8 in thermal, unmagnetized plasmas. In this pa
we show that Debye shielding can be frustrated by lar
high-frequency electron oscillations, and that this can ind
waves that would be ion-acoustic waves to become i
plasma waves. These waves are more weakly damped
the acoustic waves. They can be unstable. Their freque
and growth rate can be large enough that they can be dr
to large amplitude in 100 fs laser-plasma experiments, un
ordinary acoustic waves. This may explain the observatio
ion-plasma-frequency satellites in such experiments, as
as other phenomena in both ps and ns experiments.
In the following, we first provide a physical discussio





























crease the frequency of ion-acoustic waves to frequen
near the ion-plasma frequency, producing waves that we
ignate as induced ion-plasma waves. Then we review
relevant literature, after which we derive a fluid theory d
scribing the wave behavior. We then apply this theory
some cases, and compare its results to those of publis
kinetic-theory results in one limiting case, after which w
conclude.
II. PHYSICAL DISCUSSION
Consider ion waves in an unmagnetized, isolated, eq
librium plasma. The ion density fluctuates at some frequen
v, and with some wave number,k. A continuous dispersion
relation1 connects the ion-wave behavior between the aco
tic regime and the ion-plasma-wave regime. The waves
acoustic waves whenklD!1. ~Here lD is the electrostatic
shielding distance of the electrons, the electron Deb
length.! The waves become ion-plasma waves, withv near
the ion-plasma frequency,vpi , whenklD;1. HavingklD
;1 has the consequence the electrons are unable to cl
themselves more finely than the scale of the ion-dens
fluctuation wavelength. Ask increases from the acoustic re
gime toward the ion-plasma-wave regime, the phase velo
of the ion waves decreases below the acoustic sound sp
since their frequency is clamped nearvpi . In consequence
such ion-plasma waves are strongly damped unless the
thermal velocity is far below the acoustic sound spe
which occurs whenZTe /Ti is quite large,
8 where Z is the
average ion charge andTe and Ti are the electron and ion
temperatures, respectively. Ion plasma waves resemble
some respects, ion Langmuir waves in non-neutral, pure
plasmas9 and lower-hybrid waves propagating perpendicu
to an ambient magnetic field. In both these cases, the fl
tuations of the ion charge density are also unshielded.
This discussion prepares us to understand the impac
ion waves, of large electron oscillations. In the oscillati
electric field of a pump, the electrons oscillate with veloc



















































































268 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2002 R. P. Drake and R. S. Marjoribankswave vectork0 and frequencyv0 , to have an electric field
that oscillates in thez direction. The amplitude of the oscil
lating velocity is related to the amplitude of the electric fie
of the light wave,E0 , by vos5eE0 /mv0 , so long asvos
!c, wheree andm are the charge and mass, respectively
the electron andc is the speed of light. The ion oscillation
are negligible by comparison and will be ignored. The a
plitude of the spatial excursion of the electrons isxos
5vos/v0 .
Here is the crucial physical point: an intense pump fr
trates the ability of the electrons to shield ion density mo
lations along the direction of the pump field. Heuristical
electrons adapt to electrostatic perturbations at a maxim
rate vpe their characteristic cutoff frequency. Electron
dragged by the laser at speedvos through the ion-wave back
ground see electrostatic fluctuations at frequencykvos. In
consequence, ion waves propagating in the direction of
electron oscillations must become ion plasma waves
kvos/vpe approaches 1.
III. PRIOR WORK
Past studies of strong pump effects on waves have
cluded both fluid theory10–12and kinetic theory.10,11,13–17The
important point about such prior work is that none of it h
identified the fact thatvpi is a limiting frequency for driven
waves, or has discussed the physical connection to
plasma waves. These points are essential when consid
the behavior of plasmas driven by the intense, short-pu
lasers of today. In addition, all the prior calculations produ
actual results only under the constraintk@k0 . The resulting
models can be described as ‘‘dipole pump’’ or ‘‘nonpropag
ing pump’’ models. Present-day experiments violate this c
straint.
First consider the kinetic-theory papers that treat
strong-pump case.10,11,13–17The requirement thatk@k0 is es-
sential to the derivations in these papers, which canno
extended to the general case.18 However, we very much nee
to escape the limitationk@k0 , because present-day expe
ments violate it. In addition, there are two philosophical re
sons why it seems that one might be able to escape it. F
the fundamental, qualitative dynamics described above d
not depend upon the spatial wavelength of the driving e
tric field, so it should be possible to develop a model t
escapes this constraint. Second, ion waves are slow phe
ena that average the electron behavior over very m
electron-plasma periods. One should not require kin
theory for the electrons in order to capture the essential
namics of such a process. This is the justification for hyb
simulation codes, for example, which treat particle ions a
fluid electrons. Electron kinetic theory may prove necess
however, to obtain exact results when ion waves are unst
coupled to strongly damped Langmuir waves, as in so
past experiments.19,20
There have been many fluid treatments of ion waves,
only a few have considered the strong-pump case.10–12Some
of these, such as that of Kaw and Dawson,12 begin with
completely general fluid equations. In principle such stud

































appears that some of them might have missed the param
coupling to Langmuir waves, discussed below. In additio
any fundamentally correct treatment of the electron susc
tibility must include the effect of oscillations. Any calcula
tion that obtains unstable mode coupling without findi
some modification to the electronic susceptibility cannot
correct in the limit of large oscillations. We refer here to t
physical susceptibility, not to the standard integral~which is
this susceptibility in the limit of very simple plasmas!. Other
fluid theory treatments, such as those cited here,21,22 begin
with an acoustic wave equation. This is correct only in t
limit of small pump and ofklD!1, which is not the case o
interest here. Here we develop a fluid theory that natura
allows for a large-amplitude, propagating pump, as is pres
in current experiments.
IV. FLUID THEORY
Our approach is to derive the electron fluid equations
the presence of large electron oscillations, but with the a
of understanding the low-frequency response of the plas
Our goal, in this nonrelativistic, homogeneous-plas
model, is to determine the essential response of the loca
waves to a strong pump. We expect that this will help o
understand the qualitative features present in more com
cated systems, such as those with steep gradients or re
istic oscillation velocities.









m bEt1 vc 3Bc" ] f]v 50, ~1!
and we take the first two moments of this equation in vel
ity to obtain continuity and momentum equations. Heref is
the distribution function in the presence of the total elect
field, Et , which includes the high-frequency componen
The key to obtaining useful moments, in the presence of
high-frequency waves, is to recognize the symmetry t
may be present inf. In the absence of any waves or an
average drift velocity,f (v) may be assumed to be symmetr
aboutv50. In the event that there is an average drift velo
ity, u, then f is symmetric in the variable~v–u!. Now any
oscillating electric fields that may be present cause all
electrons to oscillate equally.~This is the reason why it can
be effective to undertake a kinetic theory in an oscillati
frame, but as discussed above this only turns out to be us
in the limit thatk@k0 .! Here we can recognize that, in th
presence of high-frequency electric fields, the electron dis
bution functionf is symmetric in the variableg5(v-u-w),
whereu is the average drift velocity of the electron fluid an
w5vosc1w1 is the net oscillating velocity due to all th
high-frequency waves present. Herew1 includes all such
modes other than the pump, and is taken to be of sm
amplitude compared tovos. In making the assumption thatf
is symmetric ing, we are assuming that any asymmetries t
do arise in the electron distribution function will be unimpo
tant for ion waves. In nearly all circumstances, this is a go































































269Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2002 Ion plasma waves induced by frustrated Debye shieldingE f ~g!dg5n, E gi f ~g!dg50,
and
E gi2f ~g!dg5nTe /m, ~2!
wheren is the electron density,gi is any component ofg, and
we take the second moment off to define the temperature~in
energy units! as shown.23
After taking these moments, we average over many
cillations of the high-frequency electric field. Designatin
averages bŷ &, we obtain^w&50 and ^vosc
2 &5vos
2 /2. The
averaging of the electric field leaves only any low-frequen
component from the ion waves, which we henceforth la
E. We are left with a continuity equation and with a mome
tum equation. As usual, the continuity equation is used
simplify the momentum equation. We note that this is m
conveniently done after the time averaging, to avoid prod










in which the pressure tensor is given by
P5nTeI1m^nww&. ~4!
We note that to this point we have assumed symmetry inf as
described above, and have assumed the validity of the n
relativistic Vlasov equation, but have made no smallness
sumptions.
The reader may recognize that both the term,m^nww&,
in Eq. ~4! and some portion of the final term in Eq.~3!
contribute to the ‘‘ponderomotive force,’’ as usually define
For this application, it is essential to correctly treat the d
rivative of density present in¹"P. It is this derivative that
expresses the loss of response of the electron fluid to fl
tuations along the direction ofvos, even ifvos
2 is constant in
space. This is the largest factor through which such osc
tions affect the ion-wave frequency. This factor will also a
fect the average field structure produced by Debye shield
in general, with potential consequences for the other ap
cations mentioned in the Introduction.
At this point, an aside is essential for some readers, w
will recall that the traditional results of kinetic theory involv
Bessel functions, and who may be expecting them to a
here. The Bessel functions in the traditional theory arise fr
a calculation involving two steps described very clearly
San Martin.15 The first step is to assume that the pump is
dipole pump and then to transform the position and veloc
variables so as to obtain the equations that apply in a fra
of reference that oscillates with the electrons. If the vec
corresponding to the electron oscillations in space ise
5vos/v0 , then this substitution involves taking a new po
tion variable, equal tox1e sin(v0t), and a new velocity vari-
able, equal tov1v0e cos(v0t). The second step is to Fourie























factors of the form exp@2ik"e sin(v0t),#, for which the fol-
lowing identity introduces the Bessel functions,




The important point here is that there is nothing what
ever unique to kinetic theory about this aspect of the tra
tional calculation. If one begins with the fluid equations, a
sumes a dipole pump, and undertakes the same two s
then one arrives at the same series of Bessel functions. H
ever, if one breaks the assumption of a dipole pump,
performs the same two steps, then one does not obta
result involving Bessel functions.~This point is also dis-
cussed in the Ph.D. thesis of Phillipe Mounaix.18! In fact, the
kinetic theory equations in this case become quite intr
table, which further motivated the fluid approach undertak
here. In conclusion, the sum involving the Bessel function
a general consequence of the assumption of a dipole pu
but does not in any sense represent a general propert
kinetic theory. One can recover this sum by making the
propriate assumptions from a certain point forward in o
derivation, but one will not obtain it as a limit of our fina
result.~Kaw and Dawson, who do assume a dipole pump
their fluid theory, do obtain a sum over Bessel functions.12!
In exploring the specific effect on ion waves, one c
proceed to derive linearized electron and ion wave equatio
As usual, this involves the assumptions that the fluids can
treated as polytropic gases, and that the fluctuations of




















Herevpe is the electron plasma frequency,M is the ion mass,
and the ion-wave fluctuation amplitude of the electron or
density, normalized to its average density, isñ or Ñ, respec-
tively. Only first order terms are kept on the right-hand si
and only low-frequency terms survive the averaging. T
right-hand side of Eq.~6! includes the ponderomotive forc
terms through which other~longitudinal or transverse! waves
are coupled to the ion waves by the~longitudinal or trans-
verse! pump. The left-hand side of Eq.~6! includes the
pump-induced loss of response to fluctuations~the term pro-
portional tovos
2 !. This term usually has not been present
prior work, and its importance has never been discuss
Nonetheless, this term has a dominant influence on the
havior of ion modulations in the presence of strong pu
waves. As should be the case, Eq.~6! has a clear and logica
connection to results that have been found previously. O
can obtain its left-hand side by time averaging Eq.~11b! of
Kaw and Dawson12 ~and ignoring damping!. Its right-hand




























































270 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2002 R. P. Drake and R. S. Marjoribanksdecay24,25 ~which used ion waves that were acoustic by
sumption!. Equation ~7! has often been found previousl
again for example in Kaw and Dawson.
One can then Fourier transform Eqs.~6! and ~7! and
solve them, recognizing thatv/vpe can be neglected, wher
v is the ion wave frequency. Unfortunately, whenever
term proportional tovos
2 on the left-hand side of Eq.~6! is
important, the terms on the right-hand side also matter. Th
include terms that arise from three-wave coupling. Spec
cally, the ion wave beats with the pump to drive both dow
shifted and upshifted high-frequency Langmuir wav
known as Stokes and anti-Stokes modes, respectively. T
in turn beat with the pump and affect the ion wave. Und
some circumstances, the ion wave, the Stokes mode, an
anti-Stokes mode all grow simultaneously, extracting ene
from the pump. A ‘‘4-wave’’ analysis24,26–29 can treat this
case in addition to the simpler ‘‘3-wave’’ case25,30 that arises
when the anti-Stokes mode is not important.
From the high-frequency electron fluid equations, o
can find the amplitudes of the Langmuir modes driven
beating of the ion wave and the pump. The amplitudes
these Stokes and anti-Stokes modes are given by
DS~k02kS ,v02v* !ñS5CSiñ* ~8!
and









HereñS andñA are the normalized, complex fluctuation am
plitudes~in phase space! of the Stokes and anti-Stokes Lan
muir waves, respectively;kS andkA are the wave number~or
in boldface, wave vector! of the longitudinal Stokes and ant
Stokes modes, respectively, with corresponding subscriS
or A; andq can designate eitherS or A as appropriate.@We
work in the common complex notation31 in which a real
quantity is represented by Re(H)5(H1H* )/2.#
Solving Eqs.~6! and~7! for the electron-density fluctua
tions associated with the ion waves, one obtains the rela
Di* ~k,w!ñ* 5CiSñS1CiAñA* , ~12!


























































where we have introduced a new shielding distance,lS
5Fsvos/vpe. This is the anticipated shielding due to th
electron oscillations in the strong electric field. Herekz is the
component ofk in the z direction, whileFs is a factor of







Equation~12! is the key result in the present paper. It sho
how low-frequency fluctuations behave in the presence o
strong pump. We apply this result to some cases of intere
the next section.
Before turning to applications, we discuss the limits
validity of the above theoretical results, and the anticipa
impact of departures from strict validity. The first limitatio
involves relativistic effects. The above equations are non
ativistic. They thus do not apply as written to any system
which the oscillating velocity in any wave~or in any combi-
nation of waves! approachesc. In addition, one must require
that Te!mc
2 and Ti!Mc
2. In the relativistic limit, the
qualitative conclusion reached here will still be correct—i
waves of sufficiently largek will become ion plasma waves
One might guess, based on the above reasoning that
threshold for this transition would be approximatelyk
.vpe/c. However, the variation of the ion-wave wave
length, as seen in the rapidly changing rest frame of
electrons, might lead to a different result. We hypothes
that the thresholdk will be reduced, but leave the evaluatio
of this case to future work.
The second limitation involves kinetic effects. Th
above equations will become inaccurate when kinetic effe
alter the frequencies of the modes involved or introdu
damping large enough to affect the coupling of the modes
these cases, the structure of Eqs.~8!–~15! does not change
What does change is thatDi , DS , and DA as given may
become inaccurate for the three waves in the plasma. If
coupling to the Langmuir waves is not important, then t
ion wave becomes strongly damped when its phase velo
decreases to of order the ion thermal velocity. This m
never occur ifZTe /Ti is large enough, as may be true fo
some cases of interest. IfZTe /Ti is not too large, then we
will see that the ion wave becomes strongly damped
smaller klD in the presence of a strong pump than in t
case without a pump. Kinetic theory for the case withou
pump shows that the real part of the wave frequency in
case does not strongly differ from the fluid result.6 We see no
reason to expect otherwise here. If the coupling to Langm
waves is important, thenDS andDA become inaccurate whe
klD>0.3. However, the difference in the real part of th
frequency of these Langmuir waves is modest enough,
has a small enough effect on the solution of Eqs.~8!–~15!
that we expect the theory above to give qualitatively corr
results even in this limit.
V. APPLICATIONS
First we consider the behavior at densities far below
critical density,nc , where the Langmuir-wave coupling i































271Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2002 Ion plasma waves induced by frustrated Debye shieldingfound by settingDi50. Such waves might be driven to larg
amplitude by stimulated scattering. Figure 1 shows the c
responding dependence ofv/vpi on klD for three values of
vos/v th with v th5ATe /m. Figure 1 assumeskivos and k
53k0 ~neither of which strongly affectv!, and also assume
Ti is negligible, as should be the case in short-pulse la
experiments. One can see how the electron oscillations a
increase both the frequency and the phase velocity of the
waves at smallklD . Such waves will be very weakly
damped, as the ratio of their phase velocity to the ion ther
velocity will be larger than it is for ordinary acoustic wave
The phase velocity of the ion waves then decreases av
approachesvpi , even thoughklD is much smaller than
unity. However, this group of waves withv;vpi may also
be very weakly damped, whenTi is indeed negligible so tha
the ion thermal velocity is quite small.
As we assume thatTi is negligible throughout the fol-
lowing applications, it is worthwhile to write down the va
















FIG. 2. The relation of frequency and pump strength for the induced
plasma wave dispersion relation (Di50) is shown for the indicated value
of klD .
FIG. 1. The relation of frequency and wave number for the induced
plasma wave dispersion relation (Di50) is shown for the indicated value
of vos/v th . As is discussed in the text, the ion temperature is assumed t





The fundamental conclusions reached below are not alte
whenTi is not negligible, unlessTi becomes so large that th
ion pressure exceeds the sum of the electron pressure an
energy density of the oscillating electrons.
Figure 2 shows how the wave frequency varies w
vos/v th , for two values ofklD . This result should be valid if
the density is low enough that the coupling to the Langm
waves is negligible. For example, and subject to the cav
discussed above, Eqs.~8!–~15! imply that this coupling is
negligible atn50.1nc , for vos/v th510, over at least the
range 0,klD,2. In this case, whenklD is small, electron
oscillations can readily produce large increases in the
wave frequency. WhenklD is large, this frequency increas
is much reduced.
The response of the fully coupled system, including t
Langmuir waves, matters at higher density. We examin
this regime as described in the Appendix, using the form
ism developed, for example, in Nishikawa24 or in Bardwell
and Goldman,28 to solve the combined dispersion relation f
the ion wave and the Stokes and anti-Stokes waves. We
this so as to obtain the growth rate and ion-wave freque
asklD varies, for chosen values ofvos/v th , k0 /k, n/nc , and
u ~the angle betweenk andvos!. The results are symmetric in
n
FIG. 3. The ion wave frequency~thin solid line! and growth rate~dashed
line! are shown fork050, vos/v th52, nc51.1n, andu50. The thick solid
line shows the uncoupled ion wave frequency given byDi50. The frequen-
cies and growth rates are normalized tovpi here and in Figs. 4 and 5.
FIG. 4. The ion wave frequency~thin solid line! and growth rate~dashed
line! are shown fork05k, vos/v th52, nc51.1n, andu50. The thick solid








































272 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2002 R. P. Drake and R. S. Marjoribanksu about u50. Figures 3–5 show typical results. Figure
shows the result fork050. One sees that the four-wave co
pling does shift the frequency of the ion wave compared
the uncoupled (Di50) result, but only by up to about
factor of 2. There is also a range ofk over which the coupled
modes are unstable, and would be expected to grow.
growth rate is large, having a maximum in excess ofvpi .
For example, near critical density for a laser of 0.5mm
wavelength,vpi;10
14s21. This has the consequence th
such waves could grow to observable amplitude during a
fs laser pulse.
Figures 4 and 5 show results for largerk, for angles of
u50° andu545°, respectively. Figure 4 shows that a na
rower range ofk is unstable fork05k, as opposed to for
k050 as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 5 shows that both the v
ues and the range of unstablek are smaller fork05k andu
545°. The qualitative features are the same in these cas
in the case of Fig. 3. Indeed, the qualitative structure of
solution remains the same ask0 , vos/v th9 andu vary. Only
the values and range where the waves are unstable cha
As n decreases, the range of unstablek also decreases. Even
tually, at low enoughn for a given value ofvos/v th , no
FIG. 5. The ion wave frequency~thin solid line! and growth rate~dashed
line! are shown fork05k, vos/v th52, nc51.1n, and uuu545°. The thick









waves are unstable through this process.~Such waves might
be driven to large amplitude by other mechanisms, howe
such as stimulated scattering.!
We can, in addition, compare the results of this theo
with published results of kinetic theory for th
experiments19,20 of Bernardet al. We will designate the first
report19 of these experiments as paper B1. In this case, wh
used a 10mm wavelength laser as a pump and 90° scatter
of a 0.53mm wavelength laser as a probe, the assumpt
k0!k is a good one, so the kinetic theory does apply. Figu
6~a! and 6~b! show the solution of Eqs.~8!–~15! for the two
cases represented by Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively, of pa-
per B1. This solution is plotted for three temperatures~150
eV, 200 eV, and 300 eV!. For comparison, the solution o
Di50 is shown for the 200 eV case~as a dashed line!. In
Fig. 6, v is normalized to ‘‘v ia , ’’ which designates the fre-
quency of the waves that propagate perpendicular tovos.
This is the normalization used in paper B1. In contrast,
Figs. 1–5v is normalized tovpi . There are several points t
be made about these figures.
First, the solution to the fluid equations shown here
qualitatively and quantitatively in good~but not perfect!
agreement with the results of kinetic theory presented in
per B1. This is as we would expect, based on the discus
at the end of Sec. IV. The frequencies of the Langmuir wa
given by the fluid theory will not be accurate for the cond
tions of 0.5<klD<1 present here. However, the impact
this error on the ion wave frequency should not be~and is
not! large.
Second, the limiting frequency seen in Fig. 6 and
paper B1 is in all cases the ion plasma frequency.~The ratio
of vpi to v ia varies withklD .! The effect of the pump is to
frustrate the Debye shielding until the ion oscillations b
come essentially unshielded, at which point their frequen
approachesvpi . This interpretation is strengthened by th
comparison between the dashed and solid curves in Fig
The coupling to Langmuir waves does not have signific
effects whenvos/v th is large enough. These physical poin
regarding how and why the frequency of the ion wav-
e
e-FIG. 6. Frequencies calculated~and
normalized! to correspond to Figs.
4~a! and 4~b! in Bernardet al. ~Ref.
19!. The ion wave frequency is nor
malized to the frequency of the ion
waves withkik0 and is plotted against
pump strength (vos/v th) for the elec-
tron temperatures indicated. Th
dashed curves show the frequency d
termined for 200 eV usingDi50,
which excludes the effects of coupling






































































273Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 2002 Ion plasma waves induced by frustrated Debye shieldingsaturates, were not made in any of the prior work on t
subject.
Third, the comparison between the dashed curves
the solid curves in Fig. 6 allows us to understand the sh
of the more complete solutions at lowvos/v th, both here and
in paper B1. At lowvos/v th, the coupling to the Langmui
waves has the effect of decreasing the ion-wave freque
This effect is larger for smallerklD . This is not surprising
because the four-wave interaction becomes stronger asklD
decreases.32,33 In the fluid theory, for the regime shown i
Fig. 6, the coupled waves are not predicted to grow unsta
However, at even lowerklD , we find that the modulationa
instability,34 corresponding tov50, becomes unstable. Th
instability is also identified and discussed in the seco
paper20 by Bernardet al., where it is referred to as the osci
lating two stream instability. This could contribute to th
onset of strong Langmuir turbulence34 in experiments that
last long enough.
VI. CONCLUSION
Thus, we conclude that any experiment in which driv
electron oscillations become significant will observe an
crease in the frequency of ion waves having finitekz . Even
ion waves having very small values ofklD , which would
ordinarily be thought to be ion acoustic waves, may turn
to have frequencies approaching the ion plasma frequenc
a result of the frustration of Debye shielding. This may e
plain the satellites that have been observed in harmo
emission,35 and could be seen in other data, having frequ
cies near the ion plasma frequency, and for which no ot
explanation has been offered. Specifically, the unstable
sponse of the electrons and ions in the presence of the p
will produce ion density modulations with frequencies a
growth rates nearvpi . These waves have time to grow du
ing a 100 fs laser pulse, whereas the corresponding aco
waves would not. They in turn will produce satellites in a
wave scattering process.
We note also that any source of large, high-frequen
electron oscillations will have the effect discussed here
this case such oscillations will act as pump waves in
context of the above derivation. Thus, the presence of la
amplitude, electron-plasma waves, driven for example
stimulated Raman scattering, will shift the frequency of t
ion waves in the region where the Raman occurs.@However,
to treat longitudinal pumps quantitatively, which is beyo
our scope here, it will be necessary to replace Eq.~10! with
the correct expression forFs for this case.# This may explain
the observations that stimulated Raman scattering and st
lated Brillouin scattering do not tend to overlap in time a
space36 and tend not to both be large simultaneously.37 To the
extent that the plasma waves vary rapidly in time and spa
the rapid change in the ion wave frequency provides
mechanism by which Raman can detune and quench B
louin. ~Guzdar and Sen22 proposed that the spatial structu
of the pump could quench Brillouin for similar reasons.! In
addition, this effect may explain the remarkably large ‘‘tem




























underdense target experiments containing substantial ele
static turbulence.38
In conclusion, oscillating electrons cannot shield io
density fluctuations over distances smaller than the dista
they sample in a plasma period. The consequence is that
such ion-density fluctuations have an increased frequenc
order the ion plasma frequency. The weakly coupled eq
tion for the resulting ion wave frequency@Di50 from Eq.
~15!# gives an easily evaluated result that should be suita
for a wide range of experimental applications. Such induc
ion plasma waves may have contributed to several obse
tions reported in the literature, and may in particular have
impact on ongoing and future work with short pulse lase
More generally, in the presence of an intense pump,
phenomenon of frustrated Debye shielding will affect a
other mechanism that depends on Debye shielding in the
place. This could potentially include atomic transition
bremsstrahlung interactions, and synchrotron emission.
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APPENDIX: THE FOUR-WAVE ANALYSIS
We employed the four-wave theory of DuBois an
Goldman,27 Nishikawa,24 and Bardwell and Goldman28 to
evaluate the frequency and growth rate of the ion waves
this analysis, one writes the solution of Eqs.~8!–~15! in the
following form:
~21dV2 ig!~dV2 ig!
5QH 1~2dV1 ig1D! 1 1~21dV2 ig1D1h!J . ~A1!
Here g is the growth rate of the unstable waves anddV
represents the deviation of the real ion-wave frequency fr
VR , normalized byVR , where VR is the ion-wave fre-
quency in the absence of the four-wave coupling, found
settingDi50. The coefficientD, also normalized byVR , is
the difference between the actual Stokes wave freque
found by subtracting the ion-wave frequency from the pu
frequency, and the resonant stokes wave frequency, foun
settingDS50. The sum (D1h), also normalized byVR , is
the difference between the actual Antistokes wave freque
found by adding the ion-wave frequency to the pump f
quency, and the resonant anti-Stokes wave frequency, fo
by settingDA50. The coupling coefficient isQ.
In terms of the definitions in the main text, several

























































Given a set of plasma and pump parameters andk, one can
calculateVR , Q, D, andh. One can then solve Eq.~A1! to
obtain dV and g. This is the fundamental calculation th
produced Figs. 3–6 in the present paper.
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